CE DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY

Manufacturer: ABB Oy, Wiring Accessories
Address: Porvoon Sisäkehä 2
FIN- 06100 PORVOO, FINLAND

Hereewith declares that products listed below, are in conformity with the provisions of EMC Directive 2014/30/EU, RoHS Directive 2011/65/EU (covering 2015/863(EU)), and national legislation.

FAK1021, FAP1021, FAP1204, FAP1204-8x, FAP2001, FAP2001.00 FAP2002, FAP3002, FAP3002.00, FAP3002.PU, FAP3010, FAP3011, FAP3011.00, FAP9001, FEH1001, FEH1001.00, FEH1002, FEH2001, FEH2001.00, FEH2100, FEH2100.00, FIM1000, FIM1000.00, FIM1010, FIM1020, FIM1030, FIM1100, FIM1100.00 FIM1200, FIM1200.00, FIM1210, FIM1300, FIM1300.00, FIO2000, FIO2000-84, FIP1011, FIP2000, FIP2000-84, FIR2000, FLA2100.02, FLA2100.50, FOT2000, FOT2002, FOT3103, FOT3103.00.

Additional accessories: 1P-8x, 2P-8x, 6V-8x, PT-8x, T-8x, V-8x *1

*1 Not included in RoHS Directive 2011/65/EU

Factory Inspection: SGS Fimko Ltd

Signed by:
Marko Utirainen
LPG Manager

Risto Lilimatainen
HSEQ/SA Manager
Date: 1.12.2021

---
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